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ABSTRACT

ML-Based User Authentication Through Mouse Dynamics

Sai Kiran Davuluri

Increasing reliance on digital services and the limitations of traditional authentication

methods have necessitated the development of more advanced and secure user authentication

methods. For user authentication and intrusion detection, mouse dynamics, a form of

behavioral biometrics, offers a promising and non-invasive method. This paper presents a

comprehensive study on ML-Based User Authentication Through Mouse Dynamics.

This project proposes a novel framework integrating sophisticated techniques such as

embeddings extraction using Transformer models with cutting-edge machine learning

algorithms such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). The project aims to accurately identify

users based on their distinct mouse behavior and detect unauthorized access by utilizing the

hybrid models. Using a mouse dynamics dataset, the proposed framework’s performance is

evaluated, demonstrating its efficacy in accurately identifying users and detecting intrusions.

In addition, a comparative analysis with existing methodologies is provided, highlighting

the enhancements made by the proposed framework. This paper contributes to the

development of more secure, reliable, and user-friendly authentication systems that leverage

the power of machine learning and behavioral biometrics, ultimately augmenting the privacy

and security of digital services and resources.

Index terms - Behavioral Biometrics, Mouse Dynamics, Transformer models, Recurrent

Neural Networks
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The lightning-fast expansion of digital services combined with an ever-increasing

reliance on the Internet for day-to-day activities has made it more important than ever before

to safeguard access to sensitive information and online resources. The studies [1] and [2]

describe how traditional authentication mechanisms such as passwords and tokens are

vulnerable to a broad variety of cyberattacks, such as brute force, keylogging, and phishing. As a

consequence of this, there is a requirement for authentication methods that are more

cutting-edge and reliable to strengthen security and secure the data of users. The use of

behavioral biometrics, which focuses on the distinctive patterns and traits of an individual's

behavior, is one method that shows promise as a solution. In this group, mouse dynamics have

distinguished themselves as a user authentication and intrusion detection technology that is

both efficient and unobtrusive.

A detailed study on ML-Based User Authentication Using Mouse Dynamics for Intrusion

Detection is described in this paper. The research aims to develop a robust and accurate

machine-learning algorithm that not only identifies users based on their unique mouse behavior

but also detects unauthorized access or malicious activities.

All of the tests in this study were carried out with the use of deep learning algorithms.

The mouse dynamics data is preprocessed and made into embeddings using the transformer

models. The paper is broken up into sections and begins by providing an overview of the

motivation behind exploring mouse dynamics for user authentication and intrusion detection. It

1
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then goes on to highlight the limitations of traditional authentication methods as well as the

advantages of employing advanced machine learning algorithms for authentication.

A comprehensive review of the existing literature in the field of user authentication and

intrusion detection using mouse movements is provided in Section 2. Followed by the

introduction of a novel ML-based framework that leverages advanced algorithms like

transformer models in combination with recurrent neural network models to accurately identify

users and detect intrusions.

Section 3 provides a detailed overview of niche machine learning and deep learning

techniques employed throughout this project. In Section 4, we detail the experimental dataset

and discuss the experimental setting that was utilized to evaluate the proposed framework’s

effectiveness. Figure 1 below shows the overall setup for the experiments used in this

investigation. The data is initially cleaned and prepared for usage. The initial trials are run using

the preprocessed data on RNN models. The second series of tests involves trying out RNN

models with embeddings derived from the transformer models using the preprocessed data.

Section 4 concludes with visual representations of the experiment findings, which prove that

our proposed system is capable of reliably identifying users based on their mouse dynamics and

detecting intrusions.

2
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Figure 1: Layout of the Experiments

The paper concludes by providing a comparative analysis of other existing approaches.

Highlighting the improvements achieved by our framework and summarizing the findings and

contributions to the field of ML-Based User Authentication Through Mouse Dynamics for

Intrusion Detection. It also emphasizes the significance of the work in advancing the study in

this domain in section 5, and it suggests possible directions for future research in this area.

The purpose of this study is to contribute to the development of authentication systems

that are more secure, reliable, and user-friendly. To that end, these systems will make use of

machine learning and behavioral biometrics to bolster the safety and privacy of online services

and data.

3
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CHAPTER 2

Related Work

This section provides a summary of the research on User Authentication Using Mouse

Dynamics that has been conducted in the field of machine learning so far. The security

environment is always shifting, which means that there is a growing demand for reliable

authentication systems, that do not violate users' privacy and are easy to use. The application of

mouse dynamics, a sort of behavioral biometrics, has emerged as a potential solution for user

authentication. This method takes advantage of the distinctive patterns in an individual's mouse

usage to differentiate between real users and impostors.

A comprehensive review of the introduction to biometric recognition is provided in [3],

discussing various biometric modalities, including physiological and behavioral biometrics. The

authors also explore the role of machine learning algorithms in biometric recognition systems

and their applications in security and user authentication.

Then, Gamboa and Fred in [4] describe a behavioral biometric system that makes use of

human-computer interaction. More specifically, they center their attention on mouse motions

and keystroke dynamics. The authors propose a method that employs machine learning

techniques to analyze user conduct and gauge the system's efficacy. According to their findings,

the combination of mouse dynamics and keystroke analysis may be able to give a solution for

user authentication that is both robust and trustworthy.

Using mouse movements for authentication as a behavioral biometric is explored in the

literature review presented in [5]. The authors conduct an analysis of mouse movement

patterns using machine learning techniques, which allows them to evaluate the effectiveness of

4
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their strategy. They highlight the advantages of employing mouse dynamics for authentication

and make recommendations for further study on the topic.

According to Chen et al. in [6], a functional real-time authentication system that employs

mouse dynamics for current user identification tracking has demonstrated efficiency in

predicting an authentic user with precision. This success was demonstrated by the system's

ability to track the identity of the user in real time. During the five seconds that the verification

took place, it obtained a False Rejection Rate (FRR) of 2.86% and a False Acceptance Rate (FAR)

of 4.00%, where FAR is the percentage of unauthorized persons are wrongly accepted (fraud

rate), and FRR is the percentage of authorized individuals are wrongly denied (insult rate).

Although many studies have been conducted on the topic of intrusion detection using

mouse dynamics, these efforts have been hampered by the lack of accessible general-purpose

datasets that include unrestricted mouse usage data. This issue was resolved in 2016 when the

Balabit data set [7] was made accessible in preparation for a data science competition. Despite

the small volume of users who were included in this study, this data set is regarded to be the

first appropriate one that was made publicly available.

Using the Balabit data set as a basis, Hu et al [8]'s proposal to employ the CNN algorithm

to authenticate users through the use of mouse dynamics was presented. Using a

predetermined set of guidelines, the creators of this method transformed mouse actions into

JPEG pictures. They were able to attain a maximum accuracy of 81% with a FAR of 2.96%, and an

FRR of 2.27%, and both of those results in just seven seconds. The main advantage of this

approach is that no model feature extraction is required, and no user activity data is lost in the

5
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process. In addition, it is not necessary to make use of any additional techniques to extract

features from the dataset.

The study described above was expanded upon by Lee et al., who published their

findings in [9]. In this paper, the authors provide an innovative strategy for user authentication

using Natural Language Processing (NLP) approaches in combination with mouse dynamics

analysis. The authors propose a method that combines features from user-specific mouse

movement patterns and NLP-based text analysis with recurrent neural networks to create a

robust, multi-modal authentication system. By doing so they were able to achieve maximum

accuracy of 95% with the biLSTM model.

The work that was done in [10], which presents a machine learning-based strategy to

identify malware by employing contextualized vector embeddings, has served as a source of

motivation for this research. The author employs pre-trained language models like BERT,

DistilBERT, ALBERT, and RoBERTa to generate embeddings of textual properties extracted from

malware samples. The meaning and structure of the characteristics are captured by these

embeddings in the context of the full sample. This project's goal is to improve upon the existing

models found in [9].

Using pre-trained language model embeddings, this study explains how recurrent neural

network models function. The experiments conducted in this current research evaluate the

performance and accuracy of recurrent neural network models when used in tandem with

embedding creation utilizing different transformer models.

6
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CHAPTER 3

Background

Within this section, the RNN and transformer models that are utilized in this research

are broken down into their parts in greater depth. It provides a condensed description of the

transformer architecture as well as the models that were utilized for this project. The GRU,

LSTM, and biLSTM are the RNN models that are being explored in this article. Meanwhile, the

BERT, RoBERTa, DistilBERT, and ALBERT transformer models are being brought up in this

discussion. The experiments used to confirm the findings will be discussed in the next section.

3.1 Recurrent Neural Networks

A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [11] is a network that takes sequential data or input

that has been accumulated over a period of time. Apps such as Siri, voice search, and Google

Translate all make use of these deep learning algorithms. These techniques may also be found in

Google. These are used rather commonly for solving issues involving numbers or times, such as

translating languages, applying natural language processing (NLP), speech recognition, and

picture captioning. These methods may be utilized to handle a wide range of problems,

including those pertaining to order and time, amongst others. Training data is used to help

recurrent neural networks grow, much like it is used to help convolutional neural networks

(CNNs) and feedforward neural networks. They are different from other systems that are

comparable in that they have a "memory," which gives them the ability to change both the

input and the output at any given moment by drawing on knowledge from earlier entries in the

system. This sets them apart from other systems that are comparable. RNNs depend on the

variables that came before them in the sequence for their outcome. This is in contrast to the

7
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traditional deep neural networks, which consider both the inputs and outputs to be

independent of one another. Despite the fact that these events could influence a particular

sequence’s outcome, unidirectional RNNs are unable to include them in their forecasts.

Let's take an expression that's often used to describe how someone feels when they're

sick—for example, "feeling under the weather"—and use it to help explain RNNs [12]. It is

necessary to express the idiom in precisely that order for it to make any kind of sense. As a

consequence of this, recurrent neural networks are required to take into consideration the

location of each word within the idiom, and they use this knowledge to make predictions for the

following word in the chain.

Recurrent networks are distinguished from other types of networks in part because their

parameters are shared between all of the network's layers. Unlike feedforward neural networks,

recurrent neural networks maintain a constant weight parameter throughout all network layers.

The weights at each node in feedforward neural networks are not uniform. However, these

weights are still refined via backpropagation and gradient descent in order to provide

reinforcement learning. Standard RNNs, seen in Figure 2 below [11] illustrate the RNN's

repeating module.

Figure 2: The Repeating Module in a Standard RNN

8
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Backpropagation through Time (BPTT) [13] is a technique that is used to compute the

gradients in recurrent neural networks. This approach is somewhat distinct from regular

backpropagation in that it is designed to work exclusively with sequence data. The

fundamentals of BPTT are identical to those of traditional backpropagation, in which the model

educates itself by comparing the errors found in its output layer to the faults found in its input

layer. Because of these calculations, we can modify the model's parameters so that it better fits

the data. Since feedforward networks do not exchange parameters between layers, the

conventional approach is distinct from the BPTT approach, which totals errors at each time step.

At this point in the process, RNNs typically face two concerns that are referred to as

bursting gradients and disappearing gradients. Both of these issues can be problematic. The

nature of these issues may be described as being determined by the size of the gradient, which

can also be thought of as the slope of the loss function along the error curve. When the

gradient is already too low, it will continue to decline, which will cause an update to the weight

parameters until they are so low that they are no longer meaningful; that is, they will hit 0.

When the gradient is already too low, it will continue to fall. This will cause an update to the

weight parameters. When this occurs, the algorithm is prevented from acquiring new

knowledge. Exploding gradients are possible to form when the gradient is very big, and this can

lead to the model being unstable. In this particular case, the model weights will continue to

expand until they become unmanageably enormous and are eventually represented as NaN.

After reaching this point, the model weights will be rendered as NaN. One potential solution to

these issues would be to simplify the RNN model by removing some of its more involved

9
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components. One method for achieving this goal is to reduce the number of hidden layers that

are present inside the neural network.

Figure 3: Recurrent Neural Networks

Different varieties of neural networks are depicted in Figure 3 [11]. To combat the

vanishing gradient problem that might arise while training RNNs on long sequences, various

variants of RNNs have been developed, such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated

Recurrent Units (GRUs) [14]. When RNNs are trained on longer and longer sequences, this issue

may appear.

3.1.1 LSTM

Commonly abbreviated as "LSTM," the Long Short-Term Memory architecture was

initially defined by Sepp Hochreiter and Jurgen Schmidhuber in 1997 [15]. Common RNNs

cannot learn dependencies over lengthy periods of time because of a vanishing gradient

10
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problem that arises during training on such sequences [16]. Long short-term memories (LSTMs)

were created as a workaround for this issue. The long short-term memory (LSTM) model has

been widely adopted due to its impressive performance on several sequence modeling tasks

[17]. NLP, voice recognition, and time series prediction are all examples of such activities.

The LSTM cell is the most important part of the LSTM architecture which is depicted in

Figure 4 [18]. This cell is the one that is in charge of preserving and updating the hidden state,

which is also referred to as the cell state. The LSTM cell is made up of a few gates that regulate

the flow of information within the cell, and they are as follows:

Figure 4: LSTM Architecture

● Input gate (i): This gate controls how much the newly received data is integrated into the

cell's present state. The sigmoid activation function is used by the input gate to produce

a value between zero and one. The current input (xt) and the previous hidden state (ht-1)

are used to calculate this value. Having a number near 1 implies that the input is useful

and should be used; having a value close to 0 indicates that the input is irrelevant and

should be ignored.

11
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● Forget gate (f): This gate controls how much the newly received data is integrated into

the cell's present state. The sigmoid activation function is used by the input gate to

produce a value between zero and one. The current input (xt) and the previous hidden

state (ht-1) are used to calculate this value. Having a number near 1 implies that the input

is useful and should be used; having a value close to 0 indicates that the input is

irrelevant and should be ignored.

● Cell state update: The cell's current state (ct) is the sum of the outputs of the input gate,

the forget gate, and the prior state of the cell. First, we utilize a tanh activation function

to determine a candidate cell state (c't) based on the current input (xt) and the previous

hidden state (ht-1). Next, the candidate cell state receives a one-by-one application of the

input gate's (it) output. The output (ft) of the forget gate is then multiplied, one element

at a time, by the previous cell state (ct-1). Finally, by adding the results of these two

multiplications, we get the cell's current state (ct).

● Output gate (o): During each cycle, this gate determines which parts of the current cell

state (ct) will be replaced by the hidden state (ht). The output gate uses a sigmoid

activation function to compute a value between 0 and 1 based on the current input (xt),

the previous hidden state (ht-1), and the current cell state (ct). Applying the tanh

activation function on the current cell state (ct) and then multiplying the result by the

output of the output gate (ot) generates the new hidden state (ht), one element at a

time.

The cell's unique architecture in LSTM allows it to learn long-term dependencies by

selectively incorporating, updating, and outputting information through its gates. This makes

12
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LSTMs particularly suitable for tasks that involve long sequences [17] or requires capturing

dependencies over long time horizons [20].

3.1.2 GRU

Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) architecture for RNNs was introduced in 2014 by Cho et al.

in [21]. As a simpler alternative to LSTM networks, GRUs were created to address the vanishing

gradient problem and successfully capture long-term relationships in sequence data. Natural

language processing, audio recognition, and time series prediction are just some of the areas

[22] where GRUs have been shown to achieve comparable performance to LSTMs, although

often requiring fewer parameters and lower CPU resources.

Figure 6: GRU Architecture

The GRU cell, which stores and refreshes the secret state, is at the heart of the GRU

architecture seen in Figure 6 [23]. There are two gates in a GRU cell that regulate the flow of

data:

● Update gate (z): This gate controls the proportional addition of the previous hidden state

(ht-1) to the present input. Update gates use a sigmoid activation function applied to the

13
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current input (xt) and the previous hidden state (ht-1) to output a value between 0 and 1.

The closer the value is to 1, the less weight the new input information should have on

the hidden state, whereas the closer it is to 0, the more weight the previous hidden state

should be kept.

● Reset gate (r): This gate determines how much of the previous hidden state (ht-1) should

be used in the calculation of the candidate hidden state (h't). Like the update gate, the

sigmoid activation function takes the current input (xt) and the previous hidden state

(ht-1) and outputs a value between 0 and 1. When the value is close to zero, the

candidate hidden state derived from the new input information is used, and when the

value is close to one, the prior hidden state is used.

● Candidate hidden state (h't): The candidate hidden state is derived by fusing the current

input (xt) with a modified version of the prior hidden state (ht-1). After element-wise

multiplying the output of the reset gate (rt) by the previous hidden state, the tanh

activation function is applied to the current input. This candidate hidden state is an

alternate hidden state that incorporates the updated input data and the baseline hidden

state.

● Hidden state update (ht): The final hidden state (ht) is a product of the output (zt) of the

update gate and the candidate hidden state (h't). To be more specific, the update gate

multiplies the previous hidden state, whereas the candidate hidden state is multiplied by

(1 - zt). The resulting sum is fed into a formula to get the most recent hidden state (ht).

The GRU cell's architecture allows it to learn long-term dependencies by selectively

incorporating, updating, and outputting information through its gates. This makes GRUs

14
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particularly suitable for tasks that involve long sequences or require capturing dependencies

over long time horizons. Compared to LSTMs, GRUs have a simpler structure, with fewer gates

and no separate cell state, which can lead to faster training and reduced computational

complexity in some cases. However, the choice between GRUs and LSTMs [24] depends on the

specific task and dataset, as both architectures are effective in different scenarios.

3.1.3 BiLSTM

BBidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) [25] networks are a variant of the

conventional LSTM architecture that is designed to capture both forward and backward

dependencies in sequence data. Natural language processing and speech recognition are two

examples of activities that require transitioning from one sequence to the next. Accurate

predictions may be made in many of these tasks with the assistance of context from both the

past and the future. BiiLSTM is a technique that allows one to make use of the context's

bidirectional nature by processing the input sequence in both directions and integrating the

information gained from forward and backward passes [26]. This allows one to take advantage

of the fact that the context is bidirectional.

15
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Figure 7: BiLSTM Architecture

A BiLSTM is made up of two independent LSTM layers that operate in tandem with one

another. These layers are referred to as the forward LSTM layer and the backward LSTM layer,

respectively. The input sequence is processed by the forward LSTM from the beginning all the

way through to the end, whereas the backward LSTM processes the sequence in the opposite

direction, from the end all the way through to the beginning. The output of the BiLSTM layer is

created by first combining the hidden states of both LSTMs at each time step, which is

commonly accomplished by concatenating the results of the two combinations. The BiLSTM

Architecture is seen up top in Figure 7, which may be found on page [27].

Here's a step-by-step explanation of the BiLSTM process:

● Input sequence: Given an input sequence (x1, x2, ..., xT), the BiLSTM processes it in both

forward and backward directions.

● Forward LSTM layer: The input sequence, from the first item (x1) to the last item (xN), is

processed by the forward LSTM layer (xT). The hidden state (hft) is calculated at each

16
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time step t using the current input (xt) and the prior hidden state (hft-1). This LSTM layer

stores information about the future.

● Backward LSTM layer: The input sequence is reverse-processed by the backward LSTM

layer, which moves from the final element (xT) to the first (x1). At each time step t, it

takes the current input (xt) and the previously hidden state (hbt+1) and calculates the

hidden state (hbt). The historical context is captured by this LSTM layer.

● Combining hidden states: The output (yt) of a BiLSTM is the result of a combination of

the hidden states from the forward (hft) and backward (hbt) LSTM layers at each time

step t. The hidden states can be combined in a variety of ways, such as by concatenation

(yt = [hft ; hbt]), addition (yt = hft + hbt), or even by running them through a feedforward

neural network.

● Output: The final output of the BiLSTM is a sequence of combined hidden states (y1, y2,

..., yT), which can be used as input for the next layer or for generating predictions.

BiLSTMs are useful for a variety of sequence-to-sequence applications, such as speech

recognition [28], natural language processing, and machine translation. They provide a richer

representation of the input sequence since they capture both forward and backward

dependencies, which can lead to increased performance compared to that of unidirectional

LSTMs. BiLSTMs, on the other hand, need a greater amount of computational resources and

memory than ordinary LSTMs do because they comprise two LSTM layers that operate in

tandem.

17
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3.2 Transformer Models

In the publication "Attention is All You Need" (2017) [29], Vaswani et al. introduced a

sort of neural network architecture known as transformer models. These models are meant to

perform sequence-to-sequence tasks, such as machine translation and text summarization. The

BERT model, along with many others that are considered state-of-the-art in the field of natural

language processing, has their foundations in transformers.

The self-attention mechanism, which enables Transformer models to determine the

relative significance of various input elements by analyzing their connections to one another, is

the most important new feature introduced by these models. This method makes it possible for

Transformers to efficiently capture long-range dependencies in sequences, which is something

that standard RNNs and LSTMs may find difficult to do.

Figure 8: The Encoder-Decoder Structure of the Transformer Architecture

18
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As can be seen in Figure 8 [30], a Transformer model is made up of two primary

components, which are referred to as the encoder and the decoder. Each component is made

up of a stacked arrangement of layers that are all the same. Let's study each part in detail:

● Encoder: Encoders take a sequence as input and provide a continuous representation for

each element. It has multiple layers, each of which houses a position-wise feedforward

neural network and a multi-head self-attention mechanism. Layer normalization and

residual connections link these layers together.

○ Multi-head self-attention: This technique calculates attention scores for each pair

of components in the input sequence, where a higher score indicates more

weight should be given to the first element in the pair when representing the

second. To generate an output sequence of the same length as the input, we use

the attention scores to compute a weighted sum of the input items. The model

can simultaneously learn several attention patterns thanks to the multi-head

mechanism, thus capturing a wider range of interactions between items.

○ Position-wise feedforward neural network: This section applies a feedforward

neural network to each individual sequence element, enabling the model to

discover intricate nonlinear connections between inputs.

● Decoder: The output sequence is created by the decoder from the continuous

representation produced by the encoder. Like the encoder, it is multi-layered and has

position-wise feedforward neural networks, multi-head self-attention mechanisms, and

encoder-decoder attention mechanisms at each level.
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○ Multi-head self-attention: This method is analogous to that of the encoder,

except that it modifies the output sequence already generated by the decoder.

Figure 9 below shows the multi-head attention module in the decoder [30]

Figure 9: The Multi-Head Attention in the Decoder

○ Encoder-decoder attention: By calculating attention scores between the

decoder's output sequence and the encoder's continuous representation, this

method establishes a bridge between the two components. Because of this, the

decoder is only going to generate output for the important bits of the input

sequence.

○ Position-wise feedforward neural network: In the same vein as the encoder, this

part individually applies a feedforward neural network to each output sequence

piece.

Positional encoding is another component of the Transformer design. This feature injects

information into the model regarding the order in which the pieces of the sequence are
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presented. This is extremely important because the self-attention mechanism is permutation

invariant and does not contain any inherent sense of position.

In general, Transformer models have enjoyed a great deal of success in a variety of

sequence-to-sequence tasks [31]. This is largely attributable to their capacity to effectively

capture long-range dependencies, their high parallelizability during training, and their scalability

to large amounts of data. These have become the basis for numerous models in natural

language processing that are considered to be state-of-the-art, such as BERT, GPT [32], and T5

[33].

3.2.1 BERT

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) is a pre-trained deep

learning system for interpreting natural language. It was introduced in the work that Devlin and

colleagues published in 2018 [34]. The full meaning of the acronym BERT is "Bidirectional

Encoder Representations from Transformers." This study's full name is "Pre-training of Deep

Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding," and it is titled after that phrase. The

efficiency of BERT is at the forefront of contemporary research and progress in a variety of NLP

applications [35]. These applications include named entity recognition, sentiment analysis, and

question answering.

The Transformer design, on which BERT is based, processes input sequences via

self-attention techniques rather than recurrent or convolutional layers. These layers are typically

used in traditional neural network architectures. The most important contribution that BERT

made was the development of its bidirectional training method. This method enables the model

to acquire context from both the right and left sides of a token in a particular sequence.
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Because of this bidirectional context, BERT can better understand the meaning of words within

their context, which ultimately leads to improvements in its performance on NLP tasks [36].

Two stages are included in the BERT model’s training process:

● Pre-training: During this unsupervised phase of the training process, BERT is trained on a

large corpus of text (Wikipedia or the BooksCorpus) through the use of two tasks:

○ Masked Language Modeling (MLM): BERT is taught to use the context of

surrounding tokens for predicting randomly masked tokens in a sequence.

Because of this, the model is pushed to acquire linguistic context in both

directions.

○ Next Sentence Prediction (NSP): BERT may also determine if two sentences are

sequentially related to one another in the source text. With this information, the

model can better understand sentence structure and discover new correlations

between sentences.

● Fine-tuning: After the initial phase of "pre-training," in which a large unlabeled dataset is

used, BERT is fine-tuned on a targeted supervised NLP job. As part of the fine-tuning

process, the model is modified to include new layers tailored to the target task and its

weights are adjusted with data collected for that specific endeavor. This kind of tuning

helps BERT swiftly adjust to new NLP tasks and attain optimal performance.
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Figure 10: BERT Architecture

BERT as seen in Figure 10 [37], may be implemented in many distinct ways, each of

which varies the model size as well as the quantity of training data. BERT-base (which has 12

layers, 768 hidden units, and 12 attention heads) and BERT-large (which has 24 layers, 1,024

hidden units, and 16 attention heads) are two of the most frequent variations of the BERT

algorithm. In general, larger models produce better results, but they demand more computer

resources for training and inference.

In a nutshell, BERT is a robust pre-trained model for natural language comprehension

that is founded on the Transformer architecture. Its state-of-the-art performance may be

achieved on a broad variety of NLP tasks thanks to its bidirectional training strategy and

two-step training procedure (pre-training and fine-tuning). Since its inception, the BERT model

has been the impetus for a plethora of iterations and expansions, such as RoBERTa, DistilBERT,

and ALBERT, which have contributed to the overall development of the NLP discipline.
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3.2.2 RoBERTa

A new variation of the BERT model was presented by Liu et al. in their 2019 work [38],

under the acronym RoBERTa (which stands for "Robustly optimized BERT method"). RoBERTa is

an approach to BERT pretraining that is robustly optimized. The purpose of RoBERTa is to

increase the performance of BERT by improving the pre-training procedure, employing larger

training datasets, and optimizing hyperparameters. When compared to the original BERT model,

RoBERTa features some key distinctions as well as enhancements.

● Dynamic Masking: IDuring the pre-training phase of the masked language modeling

(MLM) task that BERT utilizes, a predetermined proportion of the tokens in the input

sequence are switched out for [MASK] tokens. This masking is static, meaning that the

tokens it covers up don't change across different rounds of training. For better training

results, RoBERTa introduces dynamic masking, where the tokens to be hidden vary

throughout iterations of the training process. By masking new tokens at each training

iteration, the model is nudged toward learning more abstract representations of the

input text rather than memorizing precise token placements.

● Byte Pair Encoding: RoBERTa departs from BERT's WordPiece tokenization by instead

using byte pair encoding (BPE). It is possible to effectively express an open vocabulary

using BPE, a subword tokenization method. RoBERTa is better equipped than BERT to

deal with uncommon and out-of-vocabulary terms thanks to this strategy.

● Removal of Next Sentence Prediction (NSP): To determine if two sentences followed one

another in the original text, BERT underwent a next sentence prediction challenge

during its pre-training phase. The goal of this exercise was to improve BERT's grasp of
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sentence structure by exposing it to and learning from connections between sentences.

RoBERTa's creators, however, discovered that greater results might be achieved on

subsequent tasks by omitting this step from the pre-training phase and instead relying

solely on the masked language modeling target. This result hints that the NSP task might

not be as useful as originally thought for acquiring representations of context.

● Larger Training Dataset: The BooksCorpus (used in BERT) and the English version of the

WebText dataset are both included in RoBERTa's pre-training dataset. With roughly 16GB

of text, the merged dataset represents a more robust language-learning resource for

RoBERTa. Increased natural language processing tests’ performance is attributed to the

larger dataset's ability to capture more complex linguistic patterns and correlations.

● Longer Training Time: In comparison to the original BERT model, the creators of RoBERTa

spent more time training their model and performed more training iterations. Training

RoBERTa for longer allows it to pick up on more subtle linguistic nuances, which in turn

boosts its efficiency on downstream tasks.

● Larger Batch Sizes: To boost model stability and convergence, RoBERTa pre-trains using

bigger batch sizes. For training, higher batch sizes assist reduce noise in the gradient

estimates, resulting in more precise updates.

● Optimized Hyperparameters: To identify the best possible setup for the model, the

RoBERTa authors experimented with a wide range of hyperparameter variables,

including learning rates, training schedules, and the number of training iterations. By

fine-tuning these hyperparameters, the authors improved the model's performance

relative to the baseline BERT model on downstream tasks.
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Figure 11: RoBERTa Architecture

The above figure depicts RoBERTa architecture [39]. The significance of refining

pre-training strategies and maximizing the effectiveness of the training setup is highlighted by

the advancements that RoBERTa makes over the basic BERT model. Its state-of-the-art

performance on various benchmark datasets, such as GLUE, SuperGLUE [40], and SQuAD, has

made RoBERTa a popular choice for transfer learning in NLP tasks and spurred further research

into improving pre-training methods for Transformer-based models. GLUE, SuperGLUE [40], and

SQuAD are just a few examples of these benchmark datasets.

3.2.3 DistilBERT

In their 2019 work titled "DistilBERT, distilled form of BERT: smaller, faster, cheaper, and

lighter," [41] Sanh et al. introduced the "DistilBERT" model, which is a variant of the BERT model

that is more compact, quicker, and lighter. DistilBERT's primary objective is to preserve a

significant portion of BERT's performance while simultaneously shrinking its footprint and
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lowering the amount of processing it calls for. This will make it more suitable for use in contexts

with limited resources as well as on-edge devices.

Knowledge distillation [42] is the procedure that is utilized to construct DistilBERT. During this

process, a larger, more sophisticated model (referred to as the "teacher" model in this scenario,

which is BERT) is used to direct the training of a smaller, simpler model (the "student" model,

which is DistilBERT). This representation can be seen in Figure 12 [43] below. The primary

objective of the knowledge distillation process is to effectively transfer knowledge from the

instructor model to the student model with as little drop-off in performance as possible.

Figure 12: DistilBert Architecture in Student Model

Here is a more detailed explanation of the key aspects of DistilBERT and the knowledge

distillation process:

● Architecture: DistilBERT shares the same basic structure as BERT but is significantly

smaller. DistilBERT lacks token-type embeddings and a next-sentence prediction job in its

pre-training, and it has fewer layers (6 for DistilBERT-base as opposed to BERT-12). base's

As a result, the resulting model has about 40% fewer parameters and is roughly half the

size of BERT.
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● Knowledge Distillation: While its architecture is comparable to BERT, DistilBERT is

significantly smaller. During pre-training, DistilBERT does not use token-type embeddings

or a next-sentence prediction task, and it has fewer layers (6 for DistilBERT-base versus

12 for BERT-base). The resulting model is around 40% smaller in size than BERT's and

requires half as many parameters.

● Soft Target Probabilities: Knowledge distillation entails adjusting the student model so

that its predictions are consistent with the instructor model's soft target probability. To

get "softer" probability distributions that capture more information about the

relationships between classes, the instructor model's output logits are

temperature-scaled. The pupil model learns to better imitate the teacher model by

matching its behavior on these softer probabilities.

● Distillation Loss: Distillation loss functions are used to quantify the degree to which

student model output probabilities deviate from those predicted by the instructor

model. A common method for determining distillation loss is the Kullback-Leibler (KL)

divergence between the probability distributions of the instructor and the trainee. The

probability of the instructor model's output is approximated by the student model by

minimizing this loss function.

● Training Process: The distillation loss and the regular masked language modeling (MLM)

loss are used in DistilBERT's pre-training. The distillation loss promotes the student

model's imitation of the teacher model, while the MLM loss facilitates the student

model's acquisition of knowledge from the unprocessed training data. In the end, the

training goal is a combination of the two loss functions.
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● Performance: DistilBERT is far more compact than BERT while retaining much of its

performance on many natural language processing applications. DistilBERT can attain

almost 97% of BERT's performance on the GLUE benchmark with only 60% of its

parameters. DistilBERT is a viable option for use cases where computing resources or

model size are limited due to the aforementioned performance trade-off.

In conclusion, DistilBERT is a more compact and efficient variant of BERT that makes use

of knowledge distillation to keep performance at a high level despite a drastic reduction in data

and processing needs. Given the importance of speed in real-time applications and the limited

resources available on mobile devices, DistilBERT is a promising choice for delivering

BERT-based models.

3.2.4 ALBERT

ALBERT, or "A Lite BERT," is a variant of the BERT model that tries to scale down the

model and lower the processing demands while preserving efficiency. In their 2019 publication

titled "ALBERT: A Lite BERT for Self-supervised Learning of Language Representations" [45], Lan

et al. proposed it. The basic BERT design is altered in a variety of ways by ALBERT, which helps to

lower the total number of variables and lower memory and processing demands. Figure 13

below illustrates the innovative architecture of ALBERT [46]
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Figure 13: ALBERT Architecture

The key innovations of ALBERT are as follows:

● Factorized Embedding Parameterization: One of the main contributions of ALBERT is the

factorization of the embedding layer into two smaller matrices. In the original BERT

model, the embedding matrix is of size V x H, where V is the vocabulary size and H is the

hidden size. In ALBERT, the matrix is factorized into two smaller matrices of size V x E and

E x H, where E is a smaller embedding size. By doing this, the embedding layer's

component count is decreased without affecting the model's ability to record more data.

The model's memory consumption and processing needs are reduced thanks to the

adjusted embedding parameterization.

● Cross-layer Parameter Sharing: Another innovation in ALBERT is the sharing of

parameters across the layers of the model. In the original BERT model, each layer has its

own set of parameters. The parameters, however, can be used by every level in ALBERT.

The model becomes simpler and has fewer parameters, which speeds up training and
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facilitates deployment. While training on smaller datasets, cross-layer pooling of

parameters significantly assists minimize the danger of overfitting.

● Sentence Order Prediction (SOP) Task: Sentence Order Prediction (SOP), a novel

pre-training assignment that ALBERT proposes as an alternative to the Next Sentence

Prediction (NSP) task employed in the initial BERT model. To determine if two input

phrases are in the original sequence or have been switched around, the model

undergoes training for the SOP problem. It has been demonstrated that this new task,

which is aimed at inspiring the model to learn better inter-sentence coherence, is more

efficient for downstream tasks than the NSP task.

● Model Variants: ALBERT offers several model variants with different hidden layer sizes,

numbers of attention heads, and numbers of layers. This allows users to choose the

model that best fits their specific requirements in terms of memory, computational

resources, and performance. The base ALBERT model (ALBERT-base) has 12 layers and

768 hidden units, while larger models like ALBERT-large, ALBERT-xlarge, and

ALBERT-xxlarge have more layers and hidden units.

● Performance: Despite its reduced size and computational requirements, ALBERT

demonstrates competitive performance on many NLP tasks. On the GLUE benchmark,

ALBERT achieves marvelous results, outperforming BERT and other Transformer-based

models. ALBERT is also effective on the SQuAD and RACE benchmarks, which involve

question-answering and reading comprehension tasks, respectively.
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In summary, ALBERT is a more efficient and lighter version of BERT that retains much of

its performance while reducing the model size and computational requirements. This is

accomplished by introducing the Sentence Order Prediction challenge, factorized embedding

parameterization, and cross-layer sharing of variables. ALBERT could be used in

resource-constrained contexts where the original BERT model may be overly complex or

intensive to compute. This is appropriate for a variety of NLP jobs.
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CHAPTER 4

Dataset and Experiments

For the experiments in this project, the dataset referred to as the Balabit Mouse

Dynamics Challenge [7] was utilized. A cybersecurity business called Balabit (which is now a part

of One Identity) made this dataset available to the public and made it is available on their

website. In 2016, the dataset was made available for download in preparation for a competition

that was organized on Kaggle. The objective of the competition was to construct models that

can identify people based on the patterns of mouse movement that those users exhibit. These

models may subsequently be used as a way of continuous authentication or behavioral

biometrics.

The collection is made up of aggregated and anonymized information regarding mouse

movements from 10 different users. The data collection took place for two months, during

which time the participants carried out their normal day-to-day work activities. The dataset

contains a total of 5,500 sessions, with an average of around 55 sessions per user every day.

The data provided is a collection of CSV files, where each file represents a single session

for a user. The columns in each CSV file include the following information:

● record timestamp (time): The timestamp of the recorded mouse event.

● client timestamp (client timestamp): The client-side timestamp of the recorded mouse

event.

● button (button): The state of the mouse button during the event (e.g., 'Left', 'Right',

'None').

● state (state): The state of the mouse event (e.g., 'Pressed', 'Released', 'Move').
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● x coordinate (x): The x-coordinate of the mouse pointer on the screen.

● y coordinate (y): The y-coordinate of the mouse pointer on the screen.

The goal of the competition was to use this data to train models that can distinguish

between the 10 different users based on their mouse movement patterns. Participants in the

competition used various machine learning techniques, including deep learning, feature

engineering, and ensemble methods, to develop their models.

Though the Balabit Mouse Dynamics Challenge has concluded, the dataset is still

available and can be used for research purposes or to develop novel techniques for user

authentication based on mouse dynamics.

4.1 Experiments

This particular sub-section gives a detailed description of the experiments conducted on

the dataset and their results. The first set of experiments deals with using only the RNN models,

followed by experiments on hybrid models created by using the embeddings generated by

transformer models and RNN models.

4.1.1 RNN model experiments

Using the implementation of LSTM, GRU, and BiLSTM models described [9], the same

models were recreated and then tested to see the accuracies of the predictions, and the layer

information was given the same as the previous work. The experiments resulted in fetching

similar maximum accuracies. Figure 14 below shows the accuracies of the three models in the

form bar graph.
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Figure 14: Maximum Accuracy of RNN models without embeddings

4.1.2 RoBERTa-based Experiments

This section shows the experiments done with a custom-made deep learning model. The

preprocessed data is tokenized using the RobertaTokenizer. The RobertaTokenizer is initialized

using the ‘roberta-large’ model described in section 3.3.3(change later). The batch_encode_plus

method returns the embeddings in the form of TensorFlow tensors, which are then split into

training and testing data. The pre-trained RoBERTa model is loaded using the

‘TFRobertaModel.from_pretrained’ method and then we combine this with the RNN models

GRU, LSTM, and biLSTM. The embeddings are provided to the RNN models, and the RoBERTa

model is incorporated into the hybrid model as an additional layer following the input level. The

models' layers and parameters are displayed in the table below.
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Layer Output Shape Parameters

Input [(None, 512)] 0

TFRobertaModel TFBaseModelOutputWithPoo
lingAndCrossAttentions(last_
hidden_state=(None, 512,
768), pooler_output=(None,
768), past_key_values=None,
hidden_states=None,
attentions=None,
cross_attentions=None)

124645632

GRU (None, 128) 344832

Dense (None, 1) 129

Table 1: Model Layers and Parameters for GRU with RoBERTa

Layer Output Shape Parameters

Input [(None, 512)] 0

TFRobertaModel TFBaseModelOutputWithPoo
lingAndCrossAttentions(last_
hidden_state=(None, 512,
768), pooler_output=(None,
768), past_key_values=None,
hidden_states=None,
attentions=None,
cross_attentions=None)

124645632

LSTM (None, 128) 459264

Dense (None, 1) 129

Table 2: Model Layers and Parameters for LSTM with RoBERTa
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Layer Output Shape Parameters

Input [(None, 512)] 0

TFRobertaModel TFBaseModelOutputWithPoo
lingAndCrossAttentions(last_
hidden_state=(None, 512,
768), pooler_output=(None,
768), past_key_values=None,
hidden_states=None,
attentions=None,
cross_attentions=None)

124645632

SlicingOpLambda (None, 768) 0

Bidirectional (None, 128) 426496

Concatenate (None, 896) 0

Dense (None, 128) 114816

Dropout (None, 128) 0

Dense (None, 1) 129

Table 3: Model Layers and Parameters for biLSTM with RoBERTa
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When the hybrid models were trained and validated, it resulted in maximum accuracies as

depicted below.

Figure 15: Maximum Accuracy of RNN Models with RoBERTa Embeddings

4.1.3 DistilBERT-based Experiments

Here, the experiments that deal with distilBERT embeddings in combination with RNN

models are discussed. The preprocessed data is taken and then tokenized using the

DistilBertTokenizer which is initialized using the ‘distilbert-base-uncased’ model. The

batch_encode_plus method of the tokenizer processes the data and returns the embeddings.

The embeddings were fed as input layers to the RNN models and the pre-trained distilBERT

model is also placed as an intermediate layer in the deep learning models. The tables below

describe the layers and the parameters of these models.
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Layer Output Shape Parameters

mask_layer (Input) [(None, 512)] 0

input_layer (Input) [(None, 512)] 0

TFDistilBertModel TFBaseModelOutput(last_hid
den_state=(None, 512, 768),
hidden_states=None,
attentions=None)

66362880

GRU (None, 32) 76992

Dense (None, 1) 33

Table 4: Model Layers and Parameters for GRU with DistilBERT

Layer Output Shape Parameters

mask_layer (Input) [(None, 512)] 0

input_layer (Input) [(None, 512)] 0

TFDistilBertModel TFBaseModelOutput(last_hid
den_state=(None, 512, 768),
hidden_states=None,
attentions=None)

66362880

LSTM (None, 128) 459264

Dense (None, 1) 129

Table 5: Model Layers and Parameters for LSTM with DistilBERT
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Layer Output Shape Parameters

mask_layer (Input) [(None, 512)] 0

input_layer (Input) [(None, 512)] 0

TFDistilBertModel TFBaseModelOutput(last_hid
den_state=(None, 512, 768),
hidden_states=None,
attentions=None)

66362880

SlicingOpLambda (None, 768) 0

Bidirectional (None, 128) 426496

Concatenate (None, 896) 0

Dense (None, 128) 114816

Dropout (None, 128) 0

Dense (None, 1) 129

Table 6: Model Layers and Parameters for biLSTM with DistilBERT

Upon validating the models, the maximum accuracies of the models were observed to be

Figure 16: Maximum Accuracy of RNN Models with DistilBERT Embeddings
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4.1.4 ALBERT-based Experiments

This section deals with the experiments carried out using ALBERT embeddings in

combination with RNN models. Similar to the previous experiments, the preprocessed data is

taken and then tokenized using the AutoTokenizer which is initialized using the ‘albert-base-v2’

model. The embeddings from the tokenizer were fed as input layers to the RNN models and the

pre-trained ALBERT model is also placed as an intermediate layer in the deep learning models.

The tables below describe the layers and the parameters of these models.

Layer Output Shape Parameters

mask_layer (Input) [(None, 512)] 0

input_layer (Input) [(None, 512)] 0

TFAlbertModel TFBaseModelOutputWithPoo
ling(last_hidden_state=(None
, 512, 768),
pooler_output=(None, 768),
hidden_states=None,
attentions=None)

11683584

GRU (None, 32) 76992

Dense (None, 1) 33

Table 7: Model Layers and Parameters for GRU with ALBERT
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Layer Output Shape Parameters

mask_layer (Input) [(None, 512)] 0

input_layer (Input) [(None, 512)] 0

TFAlbertModel TFBaseModelOutputWithPoo
ling(last_hidden_state=(None
, 512, 768),
pooler_output=(None, 768),
hidden_states=None,
attentions=None)

11683584

LSTM (None, 128) 459264

Dense (None, 1) 129

Table 8: Model Layers and Parameters for LSTM with ALBERT

Layer Output Shape Parameters

mask_layer (Input) [(None, 512)] 0

input_layer (Input) [(None, 512)] 0

TFAlbertModel TFBaseModelOutputWithPoo
ling(last_hidden_state=(None
, 512, 768),
pooler_output=(None, 768),
hidden_states=None,
attentions=None)

11683584

SlicingOpLambda (None, 768) 0

Bidirectional (None, 128) 426496

Concatenate (None, 896) 0

Dense (None, 128) 114816

Dropout (None, 128) 0

Dense (None, 1) 129

Table 9: Model Layers and Parameters for BiLSTM with ALBERT
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After validating the models, the maximum accuracies were observed to be

Figure 17: Maximum Accuracy of RNN Models with ALBERT Embeddings
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusion and Future Work

In conclusion, this paper revealed that it is effective to use embeddings derived from

pre-trained transformer models in conjunction with RNN models for intrusion detection based

on Mouse Dynamics. Our strategy makes use of the sophisticated language understanding

capabilities of transformer models, which capture contextualized representations of the input

data. At the same time, the RNN layers model the temporal relationships in the sequences of

mouse movements.

The outcomes of the study confirmed that the recommended models exhibited

promising performance in identifying intrusions. They outperformed baseline models and

previously described methods in the literature to achieve this goal. It was only possible for the

model to capture high-level and fine-grained patterns in mouse movements thanks to the

combination of transformers and RNNs, which is crucial for accurate intrusion detection.

Figure 18: Maximum Accuracy of the Experiments for Comparison
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From the column chart above we can observe that the usage of embeddings is making

the GRU and LSTM more stable and closer in accuracy to biLSTM. The maximum accuracy (95.1

%) for GRU is observed with ALBERT, whereas for LSTM (95.1) with RoBERTa and biLSTM (95.3%)

with distilBERT embeddings. The best accuracy for the combination model is achieved when

distilBERT embeddings are used with the biLSTM model. It can be concluded that the

embeddings are helping the GRU and LSTM but BiLSTM remains the best choice with or without

the embeddings.

Future studies could go into several different areas. First, exploring other transformer

models, such as BERT or GPT, and other models like CNN, could provide additional insights into

the best model architecture for this task. Second, integrating attention mechanisms or other

advanced techniques may further enhance the model's ability to focus on important features in

the Mouse Dynamics data. Finally, the proposed approach could be implemented in other types

of data and domains, such as keystroke dynamics, network traffic analysis, or user behavior

analysis, to assess its generalizability and potential for broader application in intrusion

detection.

By successfully demonstrating the utility of combining transformer-based embeddings

with RNN models for detecting intrusions based on Mouse Dynamics, this paper contributes to

advancing deep learning techniques for cybersecurity. It functions as an entry point for any

additional research in this field of study.
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